
WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR? GET IN
TOUCH TODAY.

When choosing to make CBD a part of
your wellness regime, either topically
or by ingestion, it is important that
you select products that are trusted
with high quality, natural ingredients .
Do not hesitate to ask where your CBD
comes from. 

www.zaqan.com 
support@zaqan.com 
ig: zaqan_products

Zaqan Plant Based Products is a
wellness boutique that offers
quality and natural products

that support wellness.

The World Health Organization says
"CBD is generally well tolerated with
a good safety profile".

HTTP://WWW.WHO.INT/MEDICINES/ACC
ESS/CONTROLLED-
SUBSTANCES/5.2_CBD.PDF

“I think there is a legitimate medicine
here, we’re talking about something
that could really help people” 
 Dr. Sanjay Gupta

THE DR OZ SHOW

"Because CBD is a potent antioxidant
and anti-inflammatory compound,
natural beauty and skin care lines are
understandably jumping at the
opportunity to add this natural
compound to everything from lip
balms to bath salts to lotions." 
https://www.mindbodygreen.com/art
icles/cbd-beauty-self-care-products 

MINDBODYGREEN

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR? FIND
OUT IF CBD IS RIGHT

FOR YOU NOW!



WHAT IS CBD?

CBD is short for Cannabidiol. It is one
of many cannibinoids in the hemp
plant.  It is non-psychotropic, so it
does not cause inebriation, or give a 
"high" feeling. Research is showing
that CBD does indeed impart 
therapeutic benefits to those who
experience certain conditions. You can
learn more about this at:  
 
 https://cannabisinternational.org/info
/Non-Psychoactive-Cannabinoids.pdf  
 
Hemp based CBD is legal in the U.S.
and many other countries. It is
available in various forms such as: 
Tincture, isolates, capsules, coconut
oil, RSO and Pet tinctures.  
 

WHAT ARE SOME
BENEFITS OF CBD?

As more benefits of the use of CBD
are confirmed, it's important to keep
up by doing your own research too.
The following link can help you get
started.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubme
d/28268256

Suppresses Seizure Activity
Reduces Nausea
Reduces Anxiety 
Reduces Inflammation
Pain Management
Improves quality of sleep
And more

WHO IS ABLE TO TAKE
CBD?

Talk with your doctor and see if CBD is
right for you. It is generally tolerable
as it is non-toxic .  People have taken
it for joint or muscle pain. Some take
it for a calming effect. Others give
CBD to their pets. As our beloved pets
age, they too feel the differences that
can lead to discomfort. Many people
report noticing a positive difference in
their pets after adding CBD to their
wellness routine.  
 
*Seek the advise of a healthcare
professional prior to starting herbal
supplements.  
 
 


